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GEOG 2165, Patterns of World Urbanization, Fall 2013 
 
Course Logistics 
Meeting times Wednesday and Friday, 11:00-12:15, McEniry 123. 
Final Exam  Friday December 13, 2013, 11:00-13:30, McEniry 123. 
Instructor  Xingjian Liu, xliu36@uncc.edu. 
Office Hours  Wednesday and Friday, 14:00-15:30, and by appointment 
Prerequisites  No prerequisites for this course 
 

This is a provisional syllabus 
 

Introduction 
GEOG 2165. Patterns of World Urbanization. (3) (O) Introduction to cities of the world including 
examination of cities within different culture areas as well as the internal structure of different cities within the 
context of traditional and innovative theories of development geography. 
 
The humanity has just passed a major milestone in its history, with more than half the world's 
population now living in cities. Cities are not only places where the majority of us live, but also 
exert profound influence on socioeconomic, cultural, political, and environmental dimensions of 
global development at various geographical scales. Understanding cities and urbanization 
therefore becomes crucial for coping with globalization and environmental changes as well as 
achieving sustainable development.  
 
This course – Patterns of World Urbanization – will introduce basic concepts about world 
urbanization, discuss similarities and differences of urban settlements in different parts of the 
world, and illustrate benefits/issues associated with cities and urbanization. We will discuss 
urban patterns at various geographical scales, ranging from external relationships between cities 
to internal structure within cities. This course will also cover socioeconomic, cultural, political, 
and environmental issues associated with urbanization.  
 
This course takes an integrated global, regional, systematic approach, by which some of the most 
recognized cities in the U.S. and other parts of the world will be used as case studies to illustrate 
urban issues and challenges against global trends. 
 
 

Objectives 
Knowledge Outcomes 
This course aims to provide an analytical framework for understanding cities. Upon successful 
completion of this course, students will demonstrate knowledge of: key concepts about cities and 
global development; geographic locations and key characteristics of major urban settlements, 
nation-states, and cultural regions; major commonalities and differences of cities in each world 
region; common urban issues as well as their potential solutions; and a global and interdependent 
perspective on urban development. 
 
Skill Outcomes 
This course is designated as an Oral Communication course, so students will develop skills in 
making public presentations. Other key skills practiced in lecture are as follows: critical thinking, 
interpersonal communication, and planning and organization.  
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Class Hours 
Meeting Times 
Class will meet each week in McEniry 123 from 11:00 to 12:15 on Wednesday and Friday.  
 
Office Hours  
Office hours will be held on Wednesday and Friday 14:00 to 16:00. As we have a rather small 
class, students are encouraged to use office hours for inquiries and consultation. Moreover, 
attending office hours will be most helpful for addressing questions and concerns about oral 
presentations.  
 
I am open to suggestions for improving this course and therefore glad to hear from your 
thoughts even before the university course evaluation. Appointments could also be scheduled via 
email. 
 
 

Materials 
Required Textbook 
Available at the UNCC bookstore and used extensively in this course. 
 
S.D. Brunn, M. Hays-Mitchell & D.J. Ziegler, 2012. Cities of the World. World Regional Urban 
Development (5th edition). Rowman & Littlefield Publishers: Toronto 
 
[In this edited volume, the authors adopt a comparative regional approach to understanding 
world urbanization. The book begins with basic definitions and concepts related to urbanization, 
then summarizes past urbanization trends, and finally identifies major urban issues and potential 
solutions. The rest chapters take turns to examine eleven major regions of the world, exploring 
past and current urban patterns, underlying processes, internal urban structures as well as major 
challenges. ] 
 
This course will use the 5th edition of the textbook, which contains the most updated materials. 
 
Other Readings 
Additional reading may be assigned.  
 
Optional References  
These materials serve as an optional study aid and might be useful for your presentation research. 
Feel free to use other information you could gather. 
 

• Globalization and World Cities Research Network: http://www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc/ [This 
site contains a wealth of information on external relations between cities] 

 
• State of the World's Cities 2012/2013, Prosperity of Cities: 

http://www.unhabitat.org/pmss/listItemDetails.aspx?publicationID=3387 [Click 
“Download” in the middle of the webpage. This report is free to download] 

 
• UN-Habitat Global Reports on Human Settlements series: 

http://www.unhabitat.org/content.asp?typeid=19&catid=555&cid=9272 [Click 
“Download Full Report” in the bottom half of the page. Reports from this series can be 
freely downloaded] 
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• UN-Habitat reports on sustainable urbanization: 
http://www.unhabitat.org/pmss/listItemDetails.aspx?publicationID=1234 [Reflect on 
the identified missions about sustainable urbanization at the dawn of this century.] 

 
 

Assessment and Grades 
 
Grades will be based on the following table: 
 

Activity No. of Points 

Attendance / Participation 10 

Presentation  30 

Three Exams (20 points each) 60 
 

Grade Scale 

A 90-100 points 
B  80-89 points 
C  70-79 points 
D  60-69 points 
F     0-59 points 

 
 
Participation 10 points 
Attendance is mandatory. Each student is allowed to miss four lecture sessions for any reason.  
Each additional absence from the lecture sessions will result in a reduction of 4 points (on a 0-
100 scale) in your final total points.   
 
Participation will also be a part of your grade. This is because participation is vital to the 
education process found in learning. Participation means includes, but is not limited to:  

• Contributing to your learning and to that of others 
• Constructive disagreement 
• Development of new ideas 
• Responding to discussion 
• Facilitating discussion 

 
Students must demonstrate a mature, professional, and conscientious effort toward class work, 
participation, and classroom behavior.  Disruptive behavior will not be tolerated. 
 
Presentation 30 points 
Every class participant must make two presentations on a world city: One rehearsing 
presentation (8) and another final individual academic presentation (20). Another 2 points will be 
based on your critique of others’ presentations. 
 
The cities about which you may present are as follows and the dates on which individual cities 
are presented are listed in the lecture schedule. 
 

• European cities: London, Paris, and Moscow 
• East Asian cities: Hong Kong, Beijing, and Tokyo 
• Latin American cities: Sao Paulo, Mexico City, and Buenos Aries. 
• Middle East and North African cities: Cairo, Istanbul, and Dubai. 
• Sub-Saharan Africa cities: Nairobi, Johannesburg, and Lagos. 
• South Asian cities: Mumbai, Delhi, and Karachi. 
• South East Asian, Australian, and Pacific Island cities: Singapore, Bangkok, and Sydney. 
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By the end of the fourth class period, we will have coordinated individual selection of cities so 
that (1) no cities are duplicated; (2) cities in different regions will be discussed; and (3) you will 
have plenty of time for preparations. 
 
You should treat this presentation as an independent research outside of the textbook. Your 
presentation should be based on solid research and add to the class discussion of world cities 
and cultural regions. (See also “Presentation section” below) 
 
Exams 60 points 
There will be two in-class exams (15 each) during the semester and a third final exam (30) during 
the University exam week. The exams will include the following question types: map quiz, 
multiple-choice, concept definition, short answers, and short essays. Questions will come from 
lecture notes (70%) and assigned readings (30%). No electronic devices will be allowed during 
exams. 
 
The in-class exams are one-hour long and closed-book tests. Exam 1 will cover required readings 
and lectures in Sessions 1-9 (see “Lecture schedules”), and Exam 2 will cover required readings 
and lectures in Sessions 11-20. The final exam will be cumulative. 
 

• Exams are one form of student assessment. There will be no make-ups or early 
assessments (with the exception of extreme personal hardship, which must be discussed 
with the instructor prior to the assessment date). 
 

• Failure to take any of the exams or the presentation will result in an “F” grade. 
 

• All exams are for the scheduled length of time. 
 

• Accommodations might be made to address conflicts in the UNCC final exam schedule 
 

• “Extra credit” assignments are not available in this class.  
 

 
 

Learning Modes 
This class will consist primarily of:  

• Reading 
• Self-initiated study and knowledge development 
• Short exams 
• Presentation 

 
You would best learn in this course by reading all the required chapters in the Cities of the World 
textbook (5th edition) and reviewing lecture notes. You are also encouraged to use suggested 
readings listed at the end of each chapter in the textbook as a starting point for your research 
presentations. 
 
The lecture serves two main purposes: One part of the lecture will emphasize key points and 
clarify selected issues in the assigned readings of the textbook. The other part of the lecture 
expands beyond the textbook, discusses specific urban issues/debates/concepts, and 
demonstrates ongoing researches. Students should complete the assigned weekly readings before 
classes.  
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Lecture Schedule 
NOTE: This scheduling of lecture topics is provisional, and may be subjected to change (See 
also “Changes to the Syllabus”). 
 
Session Day Date Content Reading 
1 Wed Aug-21 Course overview/Introduction to world urbanization  
2 Fri Aug-23 Basic concepts, definitions, and perspectives Chapter 1 
3 Wed Aug-28 Past and current patterns of world urbanization  
4 Fri Aug-30 Key urban issues and challenges  
5 Wed Sep-04 Cities of North America Chapter 2 
6 Fri Sep-06 Cities of North America  
7 Wed Sep-11 Cities of Europe Chapter 5  
8 Fri Sep-13 Cities of Europe  
9 Wed Sep-18 Cities of Russia/Review for Exam 1 Chapter 6 
10 Fri Sep-20 Exam 1  
11 Wed Sep-25 Cities of East Asia Chapter 11 
12 Fri Sep-27 Cities of East Asia  

13 Wed Oct-02 Cities of Latin America 
Chapter 3 and 
4 

14 Fri Oct-04 Cities of Latin America  

15 Wed Oct-09 
Presentations 1 (European, Russian, and East Asian 
cities)  

16 Fri Oct-11 Presentations 2 (East Asian, and Latin American cities)  
17 Wed Oct-16 Cities of Middle-East and North Africa (MENA) Chapter 7 
18 Fri Oct-18 Cities of Middle-East and North Africa (MENA)  
19 Wed Oct-23 Cities of Sub-Saharan Africa Chapter 8 
20 Fri Oct-25 Cities of Sub-Saharan Africa/ Review for Exam 2  
21 Wed Oct-30 Exam 2  

22 Fri 
Nov-
01 Cities of South Asia Chapter 9 

23 Wed 
Nov-
06 Cities of South Asia  

24 Fri 
Nov-
08 Cities of Southeast Asia Chapter 10 

25 Wed 
Nov-
13 Cities of Southeast Asia, Australia, and Pacific Islands Chapter 12 

26 Fri 
Nov-
15 

Presentations 3 (MENA and Sub-Saharan African 
cities)  

27 Wed 
Nov-
20 

Presentations 4 (S Asian, SE Asian, and Australian 
cities)  

28 Fri 
Nov-
22 Cities of the future Chapter 13 

 Wed 
Nov-
27 Thanksgiving Break - No Classes  

 Fri 
Nov-
29 Thanksgiving Break - No Classes  

29 Wed Dec-04 Course evaluation and review  
30 Fri Dec-13 Final Examination  
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Presentation1 
 
The Individual Presentation (20) 
 

• The presentation will be graded based on its content, organization, and delivery (See 
“Presentation grading rubrics”).  

 
• Each presentation will be 10 minutes (+/- 1 minute), followed by 5 minutes for Q&As.  

 
• Please prepare and practice to present in a smooth manner and within your allocated 

time. Prewriting down and then reading your entire presentation are not recommended 
in this class. Please use visual aids and do not read from your PowerPoint slides. 

 
• You are expected to conduct limited research to feed into your presentation, and discuss 

materials beyond the textbook. It is highly recommended that you could use other 
professional sources (e.g., research papers, and government summary reports) as your 
presentation references. 

 
• Your presentation should be supported with sound research. Your presentation must 

include at least 10 references. Web searches (e.g., Wikipedia and About.com) may be 
useful in identifying most updated facts and illustrations, but web searches alone do not 
count as academic references.  

 
•  You should curb the temptation to include too many materials, and try to focus on 

getting your main points across, i.e., the take-home messages.  
 

• As a rule of thumb, a 10-minute talk should use about 10 slides. However, this may vary, 
as some slides require 2-3 minutes to elaborate while others may took only 20-30 
seconds.  

 
 

Your presentation and related research should cover MOST of the following aspects.  
 

(1) Background socioeconomic, cultural, environmental, and political features of your city. 
These include: a. site and situation; b. population dynamics: growth rates, source of 
change; c. economic sectors, d. environmental conditions. 
 

(2) How is your city representative of the world region in which it locates? Identify major 
commonality and differences. 
 
You are encouraged to creatively weave these basic features into your take at the 
following questions, rather than presenting them in a separate section in the presentation. 
 

Your presentation should also address ONE of the three following questions.  
 

(1) What is your city’s position within the national, regional, and global urban systems?  
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Acknowledgement: The scheduling of the presentations draws upon materials from the previous syllabus of this 
course developed by Professor Gerald Ingalls.	  
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You should at least address the following sub-questions: How does you city rank 
nationally, regionally, and globally in terms of GDP, population, livability or other 
metrics? What are its major connections to other cities? Is the city fully integrated into 
the global urban system or staying as the “backwaters” of intercity connections? 
 
You are encouraged to consider the antecedences and consequences of these internal 
urban structures; such as why does this city obtain its position in the urban system, and 
how do external intercity relationships affect the development as well as internal 
structure of your city? 
 

(2) What are the characteristics of your city’s internal structure? 
 
You should at least discuss (1) the city’s (internal) morphological structure (e.g., house 
types, building lots, and street layout; environment), (2) social-cultural structure (e.g., 
ethnic distributions, social well beings), and (3) economic structure (e.g., economic 
sectors; location of different economic activities and other urban functions). 
 
You are encouraged to think through the antecedences and consequences of these 
internal urban structures, as well as the interactions between morphological, social-
cultural, and economic structures. 

 
(3) For your city, what are the major issues/challenges in the near future? 

 
You should at least (1) identify the origin, development, and current status of the 
selected issue (e.g., public health, education, crime, waste and utilities, and employment); 
(2) summarize how the selected issue/challenge is different from similar issue/challenge 
faced by other cities in the same cultural region; (3) identify possible solutions.  

 
Presentation Critique/Review (2 points; awarded to the student who reviews) 
On the day of final individual presentations, each presenter will be assigned with one classmate 
(appointed by the instructor; i.e., reviewer hereafter) who will offer a review of your presentation. 
The review contributes to the reviewer’s score, and MAY affect the presenter’s presentation 
score. The review should be conducted as follows: 
 

• The reviewer should ask two questions based on the contents of the presentation (See 
below for some advices on how to ask and answer questions in academic presentations) 

 
• The reviewer will provide the instructor with a written evaluation of the oral 

presentation. A grading rubric will be provided to each reviewer (See also “Presentation 
grading rubrics”). Reviewers are encouraged to posit constructive feedbacks and 
questions in order to earn the full 2 points. The instructor will evaluate your 
presentation.  

 
The Rehearsal Presentation (8) 
For an effective final individual presentation, a rehearsal presentation will be conducted with the 
attendance of the instructor. The logistics of the rehearsal presentation are as follows: 
 

• You should submit (via email) (1) a 1-2 page outline of the materials you are going to 
present OR (2) your preliminary presentation slides, by the day TWO weeks before your 
scheduled presentation. Failure to do so will result in a penalty of 2 point (on a 0-100 
scale) in your final total points.  
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• You need to rehearse your presentation with the instructor and the students who will 

present during the same class period, by the day ONE week before your scheduled 
presentation. Failure to do so will result in a reduction of 5 points (on a 0-100 scale) 
allocated to the rehearsal presentation.   

 
• You should provide hard copies of your presentation to the instructor and your 

classmate reviewer, ONE class period before your presentation. Failure to do so will 
result in a reduction of 2 points (on a 0-100 scale) in your final total points.   

 
• A hard copy of your presentation needs to be submitted to the instructor in the class 

period of your presentation. As mentioned earlier, you should include at least 10 
references in the presentation. 

 
Presentation Skills 
Here are some optional and helpful guidelines on making public presentations.  

 
• How to Make a PowerPoint Presentation:  

https://teaching.wikit.itu.dk/file/view/MakingTalks+-+Irina+Shklovski.pdf [Note: 
SKIP SLIDES 2-5 as they are less relevant to our presentations.] 

• Useful handouts about presentation (and other undergraduate study skills): 
http://www.princeton.edu/mcgraw/library/for-students/ 

• Asking and Answering Questions: http://www.uaf.edu/comm/Asking-and-Answering-
Questions.pdf 

 
Grading Rubrics 
See attachment 1. 
 
 

University Policies 
 
Academic Integrity  
Students should be familiar with and follow The UNC Charlotte Code of Student Academic Integrity 
(http://catalog.uncc.edu/undergraduate-catalogs/current/student-conduct), and The Code of Student 
Responsibility (http://legal.uncc.edu/policies/up-406). The enforcement of academic integrity will be conducted 
according to procedures detailed in the complete text of University Policy 407, The Code of Student Academic 
Integrity (http://legal.uncc.edu/policies/up-407) 
 
University’s Policy on Accommodations 
If you have a disability that qualifies you for academic accommodations, please provide a letter of accommodation 
from Disability Services in the beginning of the semester. For more information regarding accommodations, please 
contact the Office of Disability Services at 704‑687‑4355 or stop by their office in Fretwell 230. 
 
Diversity  
The University of North Carolina at Charlotte is committed to equality of educational opportunity and does not 
discriminate against applicants, students, or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation, age or disability. In keeping with this commitment, UNC Charlotte actively seeks to promote diversity 
in its educational environment through its recruitment, enrollment and hiring practices. 
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Course Policy  
Mobile Devices 
Cell phones may not be used during class 
 
Questions about the course and university policies should be addressed to the instructor during 
office hours or after class. The aforementioned university policies are quoted/paraphrased from 
corresponding legal documents. 
 
 
 

Changes to the Syllabus 
This syllabus provides a general plan for the course, and is subject to modification. Students will 
be notified of any changes. 
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Attachment 1 (Note: total scores will be rescaled and then counted towards the final term grade) 
 
Presentation Grading Rubrics 
 
City:   Presenter:    Reviewer:   Time length:  
 
 Exemplary (3) Satisfactory (2) Unsatisfactory (1) Notes 
Delivery (30%) 
Eye contact – Engaged the 
audience. 

    

Articulation – Ideas/key points 
are clearly expressed. 

    

Handling of questions – Q&A 
are handled properly. 

    

Timing – Demonstrate time 
management skills and finish the 
presentation within the time limit. 

    

Elocution – The tone is proper 
and the voice is clear. 

    

Organization (30%) 
Structure – The presentation has 
a clear and logical structure, such 
as opening, main body, and 
conclusion. 

    

Graphics/Visual aids – Visual 
aids are relevant and effective. 

    

Citations/References – The 
presentation includes at least ten 
references 

    

Mechanics – The presentation 
uses error-free and academic 
English. 

    

Content (40%)     
Overall research quality – The 
presentation should be based on 
sound research (assessing research 
depth and accuracy). 

    

Creativity – Ideas are expressed 
innovatively, e.g., weaving basic 
facts about cities into the 
discussion of specific research 
questions. 

    

Basic features     
   Site and situation 
   Population growth 
   Other aspects 

    
    
    

Representativeness of its 
region  

    

Elective research questions: 
External relations; Internal 
Structures; Major issues (circle 
as appropriate) 

    

     
Other suggestions  

 
 


